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The GluR2 subunit controls three key features of ion flux
through the AMPA subtype of glutamate receptors—calcium
permeability, inward rectification, and channel block by external
polyamines, but whether each of these features is equally
sensitive to GluR2 abundance is unknown. The relations among
these properties were compared in native AMPA receptors
expressed by acutely isolated hippocampal interneurons and in
recombinant receptors expressed by Xenopus oocytes. The
shape of current–voltage (I–V) relations between 2100 and 150
mV for either recombinant or native AMPA receptors was well
described by a Woodhull block model in which the affinity for
internal polyamine varied over a 1000-fold range in different
cells. In oocytes injected with mixtures of GluR2:non-GluR2
mRNA, the relative abundance of GluR2 required to reduce the
log of internal blocker affinity by 50% was two- to fourfold
higher than that needed to half-maximally reduce divalent per-
meability or channel block by external polyamines. Likewise, in
interneurons the affinity of externally applied argiotoxin for its

blocking site was a steep function of internal blocker affinity.
These results indicate that the number of GluR2 subunits in
AMPA receptors is variable in both oocytes and interneurons.
More GluR2 subunits in an AMPA receptor are required to
maximally reduce internal blocker affinity than to abolish cal-
cium permeability or external polyamine channel block. Ac-
cordingly, single-cell RT-PCR showed that approximately one-
half of the physiologically characterized interneurons exhibiting
inwardly rectifying AMPA receptors expressed detectable levels
of edited GluR2. The physiological effects of a moderate
change in GluR2 relative abundance, such as occurs after
ischemia or seizures or after chronic exposure to morphine,
thus will be dependent on the ambient GluR2 level in a cell-
specific manner.
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The subunit stoichiometry of muscle nicotinic acetylcholine re-
ceptors is fixed (a2bgd or a2bge) because of a prescribed order of
subunit assembly in which preformed ad and ag dimers subse-
quently are bridged by a b subunit (Gu et al., 1991). Fixed subunit
stoichiometry limits the scope of functional diversity in muscle
endplate receptors. Current evidence indicates that other ligand-
gated ion channels also exhibit fixed or strongly preferred subunit
stoichiometry rather than a stoichiometry determined by random
assembly of subunits [Cooper et al. (1991) for neuronal nicotinic,
Kellenberger et al. (1997) and Tretter et al. (1997) for GABAA,
and Kuhse et al. (1993) for glycine receptors], but this issue has
not been examined for glutamate receptors, which mediate the
vast majority of fast excitatory transmission in the brain. The
AMPA subtypes of glutamate receptors are assembled from the
GluR1–4 subunits and exhibit a wide range of functional diversity
that is dependent on which subunits are present. Several impor-
tant features of ion permeation through recombinant AMPA
receptors depend strongly on the edited GluR2 subunit, including

calcium permeability and rectification (Hollmann et al., 1991),
sensitivity to channel block by external polyamines (Brackley et
al., 1993; Herlitze et al., 1993), and single channel conductance
(Swanson et al., 1997).

The ratio of GluR2 to non-GluR2 mRNA levels changes by up
to 60% in several pathophysiological conditions, including isch-
emia and status epilepticus (Pellegrini-Giampietro et al., 1992a;
Pollard et al., 1993; Prince et al., 1995), after chronic treatment
with morphine or cocaine (Fitzgerald et al., 1996), and during
development (Pellegrini-Giampietro et al., 1992b). For this rea-
son it is important to determine whether AMPA receptor prop-
erties vary with moderate changes in GluR2 level.

A key question in bridging the information provided by
molecular biological and electrophysiological approaches is
whether functional properties of recombinant subunit combi-
nations faithfully predict those of native AMPA receptors.
The likelihood of cell-specific differences in post-translational
processing or receptor assembly makes it important to examine
this issue for each case. One approach is the study of mice
deficient in GluR2 editing (Brusa et al., 1995) or lacking the
GluR2 gene (Jia et al., 1996). The calcium permeability of
AMPA receptors in neurons from these mice is expectedly
high in the absence of edited GluR2, but little additional
information is available. A second approach is functional phe-
notyping and genetic analysis in the same neuron (Lambolez et
al., 1992; Mackler and Eberwine, 1993; Bochet et al., 1994;
Geiger et al., 1995; Ruano et al., 1995). Using this method,
Bochet et al. (1994) concluded that cultured hippocampal
neurons exhibiting inwardly rectif ying AMPA receptors never
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express the GluR2 or GluR3 subunits. Single-cell RT-PCR
results from neurons of numerous brain regions suggest that a
single GluR2 subunit in native AMPA receptors may be suf-
ficient to maximally reduce calcium permeability (Geiger et al.,
1995). However, it is not known whether all of the phenotypic
consequences of GluR2 expression are equally sensitive to
GluR2. Our work addresses this issue in oocytes expressing
recombinant AMPA receptors and in hippocampal interneu-
rons isolated from CA3 stratum radiatum (McBain and Dingle-
dine, 1993). Our results provide strong evidence that the
number of GluR2 subunits in AMPA receptors is variable,
which could contribute to extensive physiological diversity at
glutamatergic synapses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Interneuron recordings. To acutely dissociate interneurons, we prepared
hippocampal slices (400 mm) from male Sprague Dawley rat pups (10–16
d postnatal). Slices were cut with a Vibratome in cold oxygenated
artificial CSF (ACSF) consisting of (in mM) 124 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 1.3
MgCl2 , 26.0 NaHCO3 , 10 glucose, and 2.0 CaCl2. Slices were digested
enzymatically at 32°C for 12 min in normal ACSF with Pronase E (1.5
mg/ml, Sigma, St. Louis, MO). This solution typically contained elevated
Mg 21 (5 mM), reduced Ca 21 (0.8 mM), and the nonselective glutamate
receptor antagonist kynurenic acid (1 mM) to minimize glutamate
receptor-induced excitotoxicity. After digestion, slices were washed five
times with normal ACSF and stored in continuously oxygenated ACSF
at room temperature until trituration. Then the stratum radiatum–
stratum lacunosum/moleculare region of CA3 was microdissected from
three to five slices and minced into smaller pieces (;0.25 mm 2). Tissue
pieces were triturated in HEPES-buffered DMEM, pH 7.35–7.4 (320
mOsm; Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) containing trypsin inhib-
itor (0.68 mg/ml; Sigma) by repeatedly passing them through a series of
glass fire-polished Pasteur pipettes with decreasing tip diameters. Cells
were plated onto plastic coverslips coated with CellTak (Collaborative
Biomedical, Bedford, MA). Acutely dissociated cells exhibited several
morphologies. The majority (82%) of small oval cells accumulated
[ 3H]GABA in a sodium-dependent manner (data not shown). These
neurons were presumably GABAergic because GAD expression is cor-
related with [ 3H]GABA uptake in culture (Hoch and Dingledine, 1986).
Approximately one-half of the small multipolar cells accumulated
[ 3H]GABA, whereas only 4% of the pyramidal-shaped cells did so.
These data are consistent with the idea that the majority of neurons
isolated from the strata radiatum and lacunosum moleculare are
GABAergic. Electrophysiological recordings were restricted to the small
oval or multipolar cells.

Conventional whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were obtained from
interneurons by using glass microelectrodes filled with internal solution
consisting of (in mM) 140 cesium methanesulphonate, 10 HEPES, and 2
MgCl2 (280 mOsm, adjusted to pH 7.25–7.3 with CsOH). Electrode glass
was baked (200°C for .2 hr) before use. Electrodes were filled with 8 ml
of internal solution that had been prepared with DEPC-treated water
and had been UV-treated before use. Tip resistances were 4–6 MV.
External recording solution contained (in mM) 142 NaCl, 1.5 KCl, 10
HEPES, 10 glucose, 20 sucrose, 2.0 CaCl2 , and 1.3 MgCl2 , pH 7.35–7.4
(315–320 mOsm). Recordings were amplified (Axoclamp 200, Axon
Instruments, Foster City, CA) and displayed on an oscilloscope and chart
recorder. Signals also were fed to a computer interface (TL-1, Axon
Instruments), which digitized the analog waveforms for analysis by
microcomputer-based programs (pClamp or Axograph from Axon In-
struments, and Origin for Windows from Microcal Software, Northamp-
ton, MA). Ramp I–V relations were generated by holding the membrane
potential at 150 mV and ramping to 2100 mV over a 2 sec period. The
use of this protocol resulted in the inactivation of many voltage-
dependent conductances and therefore less complicated I–V relations.
Leak current at 2100 mV was typically ,10% of the kainate-evoked
current. Kainate I–V relations were calculated by subtracting the average
of the leak currents obtained before and after 300 mM kainate application
from that obtained in the presence of agonist. After recording, the entire
cell was aspirated into the recording electrode for subsequent molecular
analysis.

Data analysis. For comparison with previous studies, the kainate

rectification ratio was calculated by dividing the slope of the kainate-
induced I–V relation measured between 135 and 145 mV by the slope
between 265 and 275 mV. For determination of PCa /PNa , the reversal
potential of kainate-evoked currents was measured in both high sodium
and high calcium solutions, and the analysis described by Geiger et al.
(1995) followed. High sodium solution consisted of (in mM) 135 NaCl, 5.4
KCl, 1.8 CaCl2 , 1.0 MgCl2 , and 5 HEPES, pH 7.2 with NaOH. High
calcium solution consisted of 100 mM CaCl2 plus 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4.
To facilitate rapid solution exchange, we lifted cells from the bottom of
the dish into a stream of perfusion solution, which was focally applied to
the cell under study via 200 mm quartz tubing. Then:

PC a /PNa 5 0.25 z ~aNa /aC a ! z exp@~2 z EC a 2 ENa !/ 25.3#

1 exp@~EC a 2 ENa !/ 25.3# , (1)

where aNa 5 Na 1 activity (activity coefficient 5 0.75), aCa 5 Ca 21

activity (activity coefficient 5 0.55), ECa 5 reversal potential of kainate-
evoked current measured in high calcium solution, and ENa 5 reversal
potential measured in high sodium solution. This equation assumes
negligible interaction between permeating ions and assumes negligible
surface charge effects. ECa was adjusted for an estimated junction po-
tential of 110 mV when locally applied solution was changed from high
sodium to high calcium.

AMPA receptor I–V curves were described by a Woodhull model of
internal channel block by impermeable blocker ions, which is appropriate
for AMPA receptor channels between 2100 and 150 mV (Bowie and
Mayer, 1995). The current (Iv ) at each membrane voltage ( V) was fit by
a least-squares criterion to the following equation:

Iv 5 Gv~V 2 Vrev! , (2)

where Vrev is the reversal potential and Gv is the voltage-dependent
channel conductance. To a first approximation, the block can be mod-
elled as a simple bimolecular interaction of nonpermeant internal block-
ing ions with their binding site in the channel:

Gv 5 Go@1/~1 1 blocker/KDv!# . (3)

The affinity of internal blocking ions for their binding site (KDv
) is a

function of voltage according to the Woodhull equation:

KDv 5 Kd~0!exp@2z~1 2 d!VF/RT# , (4)

where KD(0) is the blocker dissociation constant at 0 mV, z is the effective
valence of the cytoplasmic blocker, d is the electrical distance through
the membrane of the blocking site (measured from the extracellular side
of the channel), and RT/F 5 25.3 mV at 20°C. The calculated KD(0)
describes the combined action of at least two internal blocking ions
(spermine and spermidine). Moreover, the calculated value of KD(0)
depends on the intracellular polyamine concentrations. Although it is
highly unlikely that internal polyamine concentration varies systemati-
cally depending on GluR2 expression, we use the ratio of KD(0)/[poly-
amine] as the Woodhull affinity parameter to make possible comparisons
between interneurons and oocytes. The cytoplasmic free polyamine
concentration has been estimated at 65 mM for hippocampal neurons
(Bowie and Mayer, 1995) and at 300 mM for stage V oocytes (Osborne et
al., 1989). G0 in Equation 3 is the channel conductance at each voltage in
the absence of internal block and was adjusted by the following equation
to produce a rectification ratio of 2.9 to approximate the most outwardly
rectifying currents observed in both native (see Fig. 3C) and recombi-
nant (see Fig. 1C) AMPA receptors:

G0 5 0.3 1 0.6exp@~V 2 50!/40# . (5)

It was not necessary to include an extra term corresponding to some
fraction of the AMPA receptors that are completely insensitive to the
internal blocker, although our analysis does not preclude a mixture of
AMPA receptors that are insensitive and variably sensitive to internal
polyamines. For example, at low GluR2 expression a mosaic of GluR2-
containing and GluR2-lacking receptors is expected. The Woodhull
parameters then would reflect a weighted average of a mosaic of
receptors that contain 0, 1, 2, etc. GluR2 subunits, if subunit compo-
sition is not fixed. Equations 2–5 were incorporated into a program
written in LabWindows CVI (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The
fitting module used a simplex algorithm provided by Steve Traynelis
and Roger Dingledine. I–V relations were normalized to the current at
2100 mV.
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For channel block by external polyamine toxins, the above analysis was
performed in the absence of external blocker to derive the parameters
for internal block—Vrev , KD(0)/[polyamine], and z(1 2 d)—which then
were fixed for a second round of fitting in the presence of external
blocking ion to the Woodhull equation for external block:

Kdv 5 Kd~0!exp@ zdVF/RT# . (6)

Eleven of the 18 neurons were well fit by Equation 6, and zd in this
population was 1.22 6 0.06, but the program had difficulty converging for
cells with very weak external block (i.e., when the unblocked and blocked
I–V curves were similar). For this reason the zd term was set at 1.22 for
all external block fits.

Single-cell RT-PCR. To amplify specific AMPA receptor subunits from
single dissociated neurons, we used two different methods, each a variant
of the protocol described by Lambolez et al. (1992). For one set of
neurons (n 5 132) the entire cell was drawn up into the patch pipette
after whole-cell recording. Then the pipette tip containing the cell was
crushed into a silanized, RNase-free, 0.6 ml tube (Costar, Cambridge,
MA) containing 12 ml of reverse transcriptase (RT) solution, and the
contents were expelled together with ;8 ml of pipette solution. The
composition of the RT solution was (final concentrations) 10 pg/ml
random hexanucleotides [Bethesda Research Laboratories, (BRL), Be-
thesda, MD], and (in mM) 50 Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 8 MgCl2 , 30 KCl, 10
dithiothreitol, and 0.5 dNTP (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ). Next, 20 U
RNasin (United States Biochemicals, Cleveland, OH) was added imme-
diately, and reverse transcription of cellular RNAs was initiated by the
addition of 200 U MMLV-RT (BRL) in a total volume of 21 ml. After
incubation at 42°C for 2 hr, the RT reaction was frozen at 220°C until
needed for the PCR reaction later that day. We found that the following
conditions resulted in higher 32P-dCTP incorporation into reverse-
transcribed cRNA: an incubation temperature of 42°C, rather than 37°C;
2 hr, rather than 1 hr of incubation; 8 mM Mg 21, rather than 2 mM; and
MMLV RT, rather than AMV or Superscript. To the RT reaction, 30 ml
of PCR solution was added containing a pair of pan primers (2 mM each
final concentration) specific for GluR1, 2, 3, and 4 (forward primer
TGGCCTATGAGATCTGGATGTG; reverse primer CCATAGCCTT-
TGGA(G/A)TC) and (in mM) 0.2 dNTP, 20 Tris-HCl, pH 8.2, 10 KCl,
6 (NH4 )2SO4 , and 5 MgCl2 with 0.1% Triton X-100, 10 mg/ml BSA, and
2.5 U Pfu-polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). Hot-start PCR was
performed in a Thermal Cycler 480 (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT) for 40
cycles at 94, 45, and 72°C for 30, 45, and 80 sec. Pfu polymerase was
found to be more reliable than Pfu-exo 2. PCR products were isolated by
anion exchange chromatography [Wizard PCR cleaning columns from
Promega (Madison, WI), which gave higher recovery than Bio-Rad or
Clontech 100 columns], and ;10% of the PCR reaction was used for a
second PCR run in which each GluR subunit was amplified separately
with the following nested primers: GluR1 forward, GTCGTCCTCTTC-
CTGGTCAGCC, and reverse, GTGTCACAGGGCTTTCGTTGCT;
GluR2 forward, TCAGCAGATTTAGCCCCTACGA, and reverse,
GCATACTTTCCTTTGGATTTCC; GluR3 forward, TAGTCAGCA-
GATTTAGCCCTTA, and reverse, TTTCCACCAACTTTCATCG-
TAT; GluR4 forward, ATCGTCCTACACTGCTAATCT, and reverse,
ACGATGAAAGTGGGAGGAAACC.

The second reaction was initiated by hot start and then cycled 40 times
at 94, 55, and 72°C for 30, 45, and 80 sec in a total volume of 50 ml
[reaction conditions (in mM): 0.2 dNTP, 20 Tris-HCl, pH 8.2, 10 KCl, 6
(NH4 )2SO4 , and 2 MgCl2 with 0.1% Triton X-100, 10 mg/ml BSA, 2 mM
each primer, and 2.5 U Pfu-polymerase]. The presence or absence of
PCR bands indicative of GluR1–GluR4 mRNAs was determined by
running 30% of the second PCR sample on a 1.2% agarose gel and
visualizing the ethidium-stained PCR fragments under UV light. The
expected sizes of the PCR bands were 541, 475, 558, and 341 bp for
GluR1–GluR4, respectively. Restriction digests were used in early ex-
periments to verify the identify of the PCR bands as described by
Lambolez et al. (1992). In 11 cells, PCR bands were subcloned and
sequenced to confirm identification of the PCR products. In all cases the
restriction patterns were appropriate, and the sequence confirmed the
identity of the PCR bands. The primer pairs were selected to span one or
more introns of the AMPA receptor genes, so we can be confident that
the PCR bands shown do not represent amplification of genomic DNA or
unspliced RNA.

In an attempt to improve on the success rate obtained by using the
protocol described above, for a second group of neurons (n 5 150) we
used parts of the Lysate mRNA Capture Kit (United States Biochemi-
cals) to prebind the poly(A 1) RNA to a poly-dT membrane. A neuron

was expelled together with the pipette solution into a silanized, RNase-
free 0.6 ml tube (Costar) containing 10 ml of lysis solution (4 M guani-
dinium thiocyanate, 25 mM Na-citrate, and 0.5% N-lauroylsarcosine).
Immediately, 20 ml of ENN (500 mM NaCl and 1% Nonidet-P 40) and
one poly-dT membrane were added. After 1 hr of slow shaking at room
temperature, the solution was removed and the membrane washed twice
with 200 ml of 50 mM KCl and 10 mM Tris, pH 8.3. After binding the
mRNA to the membrane, we performed the RT reaction as well as the
first PCR run in the same tube containing this membrane, as described
above.

Because of the extreme sensitivity of 40 cycle PCR, precautions were
taken to minimize contamination of the solutions with cellular RNA or
plasmid DNA present in the laboratory. First, all solutions and the glass
micropipettes were exposed to UV light to degrade long DNA and RNA
templates. Second, the RT reactions and PCR setup were done in a room
not used for manipulations involving plasmids. Third, aerosol-resistant
pipette tips were used routinely. Fourth, all solutions were tested by
RT-PCR for the absence of contaminating AMPA receptor RNA or
DNA, distributed into single-experiment aliquots, and stored at 220°C
until shortly before use. Finally, one or more control experiments were
performed in each recording session by placing the tip of an electrode
near the bottom of the recording chamber and aspirating the recording
solution. Then a molecular analysis for GluR1–4 subunits was performed
on the aspirated solution in parallel with that performed on harvested
neurons. In a typical experiment five neurons plus the control pipette
solution were processed together. Results from all neurons were dis-
carded if any AMPA receptor PCR products were amplified from the
negative control.

Methodological considerations for single-cell RT-PCR. PCR bands in-
dicative of AMPA receptor subunits were recovered from ;30% of the
cells harvested. We considered several possible sources for the low yield,
including sensitivity of the assay, adsorption of cellular RNA by the glass
patch pipette, and the method for harvesting cellular RNA. First, neither
neuron soma area measured from scanned photographs of individual
neurons with National Institutes of Health Image software, which varied
from 120 to 750 mm 2, nor kainate response amplitude, which varied
between 200 and 2200 pA at 260 mV, was a good predictor of the ability
to recover PCR bands from individual neurons (n 5 95 neurons; data not
shown). This suggests that neither the amount of cytoplasm harvested
nor the density of functional AMPA receptors expressed by a neuron was
a major determinant of the success rate of RT-PCR.

Second, we tested whether adsorption of RNA by the different types of
glass patch pipettes reduced the amount of RNA available to the RT
reaction. Glass pipette blanks were loaded for 15 min with 8 ml of internal
recording solution containing 32P-GluR3 cRNA at a concentration of 25
pg/ml and then rinsed quickly three times with distilled water; the
radioactivity associated with both glass and solution was determined
separately by liquid scintillation counting. Lead phosphate glass (Corn-
ing 8161, supplied by World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) ab-
sorbed 33 6 1% of the RNA, whereas the harder N51A borosilicate glass
(Drummond, Broomall, PA) bound only 2.0 6 0.5% of the RNA (n 5 5
or 6 pipettes each). Binding of RNA to the Corning 8161 glass was
reduced to 5.0 6 0.4% (n 5 4) by presoaking the glass with internal
solution containing 5 mM dNTP. Although this experiment indicates that
RNA preferentially adheres to “soft” glass, switching from soft to hard
pipette glass did not improve the success rate, further suggesting that the
ability to recover RNA from cells was not limiting.

Finally, because the entire cell was harvested for the RT reaction, we
considered the possibility that a cellular component interferes with
reverse transcription of mRNA. This was tested by absorbing the RNA to
a poly-dT membrane and rinsing the membrane thoroughly before the
RT reaction. The PCR bands resulting from reverse transcription and
amplification of 10 fg or 1 pg of GluR2 cRNA were the same intensity in
direct comparisons of both methods, indicating that binding of mRNA by
the poly-dT membrane is efficient. Indeed, of 132 interneurons harvested
with the original method (Lambolez et al., 1992), RT-PCR was success-
ful with 30 cells (23%); by contrast, RT-PCR bands were recovered
successfully in 61 of 150 cells (41%) harvested with the poly-dT mem-
brane. The observed pattern of AMPA receptor expression by interneu-
rons was similar with both methods, so we tentatively conclude that
adsorption of mRNA to poly-dT membranes may be more effective for
recovering small amounts of mRNA from individual cells.

These results, taken together, are consistent with the caveat that the
copy number of AMPA receptor subunit mRNA molecules per cell
approaches the detection threshold with this assay. This conclusion may
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seem to conflict with other reports of single-cell RT-PCR used to quan-
titate mRNA levels, but previous studies either amplified 1000-fold
higher concentrations of cRNA than are expected to be present in a
single neuron (Lambolez et al., 1992), or femtogram levels of cDNA
rather than cRNA (Geiger et al., 1995). To our knowledge it has not yet
been possible to convincingly quantify the relative levels of low-
abundance mRNAs found in individual neurons by an RT-PCR ap-
proach. For these reasons the absence of a PCR band is difficult to
interpret in a particular cell, although one can be confident that the
presence of a PCR band (e.g., for GluR2 in some type 2 neurons) is
indicative of the presence of the mRNA.

Expression of AMPA receptors in oocytes. The procedure for prepara-
tion and injection of Xenopus oocytes followed that of Dingledine et al.
(1992). Briefly, stage V–VI oocytes were isolated from anesthetized
frogs, enzymatically treated by gentle shaking with collagenase (Type IV,
1.3 mg/ml for 45–70 min; Worthington, Freehold, NJ) in a calcium-free
Barth’s solution, and then manually defolliculated. Cells were injected
with 5–60 ng of mRNA transcribed from linearized constructs in the
pBluescript vector (Stratagene). For coexpression of GluR2 with other
subunits, GluR2 mRNA was injected at different ratios to GluR3 or
equimolar mixtures of GluR1 plus GluR3 or GluR3 plus GluR4; total
RNA injected was held to 60 ng or less. Injected oocytes were maintained
at 17°C in Barth’s solution containing penicillin and streptomycin (50
mg/ml) for 2–10 d, after which two-electrode voltage-clamp recordings
were made at room temperature from cells continually perfused in a
standard frog Ringer’s solution. This solution was composed of (in mM)
88 NaCl, 1.0 KCl, 24 NaHCO3 , 10 HEPES, 0.4 MgCl2 , and 0.1 CaCl2.
Recording pipettes were filled with 3 M CsCl and 0.4 M EGTA, pH 7.5,
to chelate Ca 21 and thereby minimize the activation of calcium-
dependent chloride currents. Kainate-induced currents typically were
elicited from a holding potential of 270 mV. Kainate (30–300 mM) was
used as an agonist for AMPA receptors because it desensitizes much less
than does glutamate or AMPA itself. Current–voltage ( I–V) relation-
ships were generated by applying a 2 sec ramp depolarization from 270
or 2100 mV to 150 mV. In these experiments the average of the leak
current obtained by applying the voltage ramp before and after kainate
application was subtracted from the current obtained in the presence of
agonist.

PBa /Pmonovalent was estimated from reversal potential measurements in
high Na solution (in mM): 90 NaCl, 1 KCl, 1.8 MgCl2 , 0.1 CaCl2 , and 15
HEPES, pH to 7.5 with ;7.5 mM NaOH, and in high Ba solution (in
mM): 60 BaCl2 , 1.8 MgCl2 , and 15 HEPES, pH to 7.5 with ;3.5
Ba(OH)2. Equation 1 was used, but EBa was corrected for a 110 to 111
mV junction potential. Care was taken to measure EBa shortly after the
onset of the kainate-activated current, and the kainate concentration was
typically kept low (30 mM) to reduce calcium influx and thereby further
minimize contamination by calcium-dependent chloride currents. Under
these conditions two successive ramps usually yielded I–V relations that
reversed within 1 mV of each other.

RESULTS
Graded inward rectification in recombinant
AMPA receptors
The shape of the I–V curve for native AMPA receptors ex-
pressed by CA3 stratum radiatum interneurons or for oocytes
injected with AMPA receptor mRNAs in various ratios varies
from strong inward rectification to moderate outward rectifi-
cation. The ratio of slope conductances measured at 140 and
270 mV ranges from 0.005 to ;3. Such a wide range of
rectification properties is unlikely to be attributable solely to
variation in cytoplasmic polyamine concentration among oo-
cytes or CA3 interneurons, because Ca 21 permeability and
channel block by external polyamines also varied over at least
two orders of magnitude (see below). To gain insight regarding
other mechanisms that might give rise to I–V curves with
varying degrees of rectification in different neurons, we first
studied AMPA receptors formed by oocytes injected with
mRNAs encoding GluR2 and non-GluR2 subunits in different
ratios. The solid lines in Figure 1 A show three I–V curves
representing the extremes of inward (1:0:1 GluR1:R2:R3

mRNA injection ratio) and outward (1:10:1) rectification plus
an intermediate case (the 5:2:5 injection ratio). Each curve is
the average of from three to five oocytes, all obtained from the
same frog. Because a fixed or highly preferred subunit stoichi-
ometry is thought to occur in neuronal nicotinic (Cooper et al.,
1991), GABAA (Kellenberger et al., 1997; Tretter et al., 1997),
and glycine (Kuhse et al., 1993) receptors, we first considered
whether the intermediate I–V curve could result solely from a
mixture of two AMPA receptor subtypes, those containing or
lacking the GluR2 subunit. If the number of GluR2 subunits in
a receptor were fixed, as is the case for a subunits of muscle
nicotinic receptors (termed the “fixed stoichiometry” model for
simplicity), the macroscopic I–V curve would be built up from
the sum of I–V curves from all individual receptors, each of
which has one or the other extreme shape. This model predicts
that all intermediate I–V curves would be weighted averages of
the two extreme I–V curves. Accordingly, an attempt was made
to fit the intermediate I–V curve at each voltage to the follow-
ing equation: I5:2:5 5 A z I1:0:1 1 (1 2 A) z I1:10:1 , where A is the
fraction of receptors assembled in the absence of GluR2.
However, the open circles in Figure 1 A, which represent the
hypothetical case of 52% outwardly rectif ying channels and
48% inwardly rectif ying channels, fit the negative limb of the
5:2:5 I–V curve but diverge markedly from the positive limb.
These weighting factors were chosen to approximate the in-
ward limb of the I–V curve, but weighting factors chosen to fit
the outward limb do not accurately describe the inward limb of
the intermediate I–V curve, because the resulting I–V curve lies
much closer to the inwardly rectif ying (1:0:1) curve than to the
5:2:5 curve (data not shown). Similar experiments performed
with oocytes injected with GluR2/R3, GluR3/R3(R612), or
GluR2/R3/R4 mRNAs or with native AMPA receptors (e.g.,
Fig. 3A) indicate that the fixed stoichiometry model does not
describe the data accurately.

The rectification ratio and the shape of a plot of this ratio
versus GluR2 abundance are markedly influenced by the volt-
ages chosen to measure conductance, making the rectification
ratio itself generally unsuitable to describe the degree of
rectification. Inward rectification of AMPA and kainate recep-
tors is caused by voltage-dependent channel block by internal
polyamines (Bowie and Mayer, 1995; Donevan and Rogawski,
1995; Kamboj et al., 1995; Koh et al., 1995). The Woodhull
model of channel block by nonpermeant internal polyamines
has been shown to provide an adequate fit to fully inwardly
rectif ying I–V curves of AMPA receptors lacking GluR2 for
voltages more negative than 150 mV (Bowie and Mayer,
1995). Figure 1 A (solid circles) shows that the Woodhull model
also provides a satisfactory fit to both inward and outward
limbs of the intermediate I–V curve, provided that the affinity
of the cytoplasmic blocking ion for its binding site in the
channel, KD(0), is allowed to vary. The adequacy of the
Woodhull model with variable blocker affinity is shown further
by a more extended series of GluR1/R2/R3 injection ratios in
Figure 1 B, for GluR2/R3 receptors in Figure 1 D, and for
interneurons discussed below. From inspection of these fami-
lies of I–V curves it is clear that the fixed stoichiometry model
is inappropriate, because in each case the inward limb is more
sensitive to low GluR2 levels than is the outward limb. If the
sole effect of increasing GluR2 abundance were to increase the
proportion of receptors that contained a fixed number of
GluR2 subunits, then a given shift in the inward limb would be
mirrored by a proportionate shift in the outward limb. This
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was not observed. For example, in Figure 1D the inward limb
of the R2:R31:10 curve is shifted halfway between the two
extremes, but the outward limb is very close to that of fully
rectif ying GluR3 receptors, presumably because of the volt-
age dependence of channel block that underlies inward
rectification.

GluR2 abundance did not influence the reversal potential in
solutions containing high monovalent and low divalent ion con-
centrations (Fig. 1B,D), which indicates that, in contrast to GluR6
kainate receptors (Burnashev et al., 1996), GluR2 has little or no
influence on monovalent ion selectivity in AMPA receptors.
However, the gradual reduction of internal blocker affinity as the
relative GluR2 abundance is increased implies that the structure
of the binding site for the blocking ion is different for AMPA
receptors assembled with increasing numbers of GluR2 subunits.
Indeed, Figure 1C shows that, in a series of oocytes injected with
different mRNA mixtures, both internal blocker affinity and the
rectification ratio varied over nearly three orders of magnitude.
Similar results were obtained with mixtures of GluR3(R612) and
GluR3(Q612) mRNAs (Fig. 1C), indicating that the number of
arginine residues in the Q/R site position is the relevant deter-

minant of the degree of rectification of AMPA receptor I–V
curves.

Multiple subunit stoichiometries in recombinant
AMPA receptors
The results presented above suggest that AMPA receptors con-
tain a variable number of GluR2 subunits and that the number of
GluR2 subunits in a receptor influences the degree of rectifica-
tion. To examine this hypothesis in more detail, we compared, in
the same oocyte, the GluR2 dependence of three features of
permeation through recombinant AMPA receptors. Xenopus oo-
cytes prepared from a single frog were injected with mixtures of
GluR2 and GluR3 mRNAs or GluR1/R2/R3 or GluR2/R3/R4
mRNAs, with the proportion of GluR2 relative to the other
mRNAs varying from 1:10 to 10:1. Then the Woodhull affinity
parameter for internal polyamine block, the barium-to-
monovalent-cation permeability ratio, and the degree of block of
kainate-induced currents by 1 mM external spermine were mea-
sured in each cell 2–4 d after injection.

If the simple presence or absence of GluR2 in a receptor
determined all aspects of AMPA receptor permeation and the

Figure 1. Comparison of the fixed stoichiometry and Woodhull models for intermediate I–V curves. A, I–V curves of kainate-evoked currents in
oocytes injected with mixtures of GluR1, 2, and 3 mRNAs in the ratios indicated to the right of each I–V. The open circles represent a weighted
average of the 1:0:1 and 1:10:1 curves, with weighting factors chosen to fit the inward limb of the intermediate (5:2:5) I–V curve. The filled circles
represent the Woodhull model fit of the 5:2:5 curve [KD(0)/[polyamine] 5 0.35, z(1 2 d) 5 0.85]. Each I–V curve is the normalized average from
three to five oocytes. B, Effect of varying the relative abundance of GluR2 on the shape of kainate I–V relations in oocytes injected with mRNA
encoding GluR1:R2:R3. Each of the I–V relations was generated from oocytes obtained from a single frog, and the Woodhull fits (symbols) are
superimposed. Note that the inward limb of the 1:10:1 and 1:6:1 I–V curves are superimposed. Each curve is the normalized average of three to
five oocytes. C, Relation between the rectification ratio (slope conductance ratio measured at 140 and 270 mV) and apparent affinity of
cytoplasmic polyamine blocker for the channel (n 5 116 oocytes injected with mixtures of the mRNA combinations indicated). GluR2:R3 mRNAs
were injected in the following ratios: 0:1, 1:10, 1:3, 1:1, 3:1, 6:1, and 10:1. GluR1:R2:R3 were injected in ratios of 1:0:1, 5:1:5, 5:2:5, 5:3.33:5, 1:2:1,
1:6:1, and 1:10:1. D, A family of I–V curves in oocytes injected with the indicated ratios of GluR2:GluR3 mRNAs. Each curve is the normalized
average from several oocytes (n 5 76 total), and the Woodhull fits (symbols) are superimposed. Inspection of the inward and outward limbs of the
I–V curves shows that the degree of rectification of the 1:6 and 1:10 I–V curves cannot be described by the fixed stoichiometry model. Note that
the inward limbs of the 3:1 and 1:1 I–V curves are superimposed.
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effect of increasing GluR2 abundance was only to increase the
proportion of receptors that assembled with a given number of
GluR2 subunits (i.e., the fixed stoichiometry model), then all
GluR2-dependent effects should be equally sensitive to the
GluR2 expression level. The reasoning is similar to that described
above for analyzing the shape of I–V curves (Fig. 1A). The fixed
stoichiometry model requires that each macroscopic response be
summed over a population of individual receptors, each of which
can assume only one of two states, depending on the presence or
absence of GluR2. If subunit stoichiometry is variable, on the
other hand, the three phenotypic measures will show the same
sensitivity to GluR2 abundance only if their molecular mecha-
nisms are identical.

In violation of the prediction of the fixed stoichiometry
model, the three phenotypic measures showed clearly different
sensitivities to the relative abundance of GluR2 (Fig. 2 A). To
facilitate comparisons, each of the three measurements was
scaled from its maximum value in the absence of GluR2 to its
minimum value in the presence of saturating GluR2. In this
experiment fourfold more GluR2 was required to reduce
the log of internal blocker affinity by 50% than to reduce

PBa /Pmonovalent by 50%, and the sensitivity of external sperm-
ine block to GluR2 was intermediate. This observed difference
in GluR2 sensitivity for the three phenotypic features, mea-
sured in the same cells, is incompatible with a fixed number of
GluR2 subunits in a receptor. Rather, this result indicates that
the number of GluR2 subunits in AMPA receptors assembled
in oocytes is variable. This result also confirms previous con-
clusions that the molecular determinants of rectification and
divalent ion permeability are not identical (Burnashev et al.,
1992; Dingledine et al., 1992). As a consequence of differential
sensitivity to GluR2 abundance, both PBa /Pmonovalent and ex-
ternal spermine block were steep functions of internal blocker
affinity when results from all injection ratios were plotted
together (Fig. 2 B). Meucci et al. (1996) also concluded that
differences in calcium flux and block by argiotoxin-636 (ATX-
636) in cortical glia might be explained by a variable number of
GluR2 subunits in AMPA receptors, but their data could not
rule out a fixed stoichiometry model.

PBa /Pmonovalent was a steeper function of GluR2 than Geiger et
al. (1995) found in a population of interneurons (Fig. 2A), sug-
gesting that under our conditions GluR2 translation and/or as-

Figure 2. Different sensitivity of three permeation characteristics of AMPA receptors to the relative abundance of GluR2. A, Oocytes isolated from
a single frog were microinjected with GluR2 and GluR3 mRNAs at different molar ratios of GluR2 and GluR3. After the oocytes were cultured for 2–3
d, the following measurements were made from each cell: KD(0)/[polyamine] as fit by the Woodhull equations, PBa /Pmonovalent calculated from reversal
potential measurements in high Na 1 and high Ba 21 medium, and the percentage block of kainate current at 270 mV elicited by 1 mM spermine. Data
are expressed as a function of the GluR2 relative abundance, and the three measurements are scaled to permit comparisons. Each point represents the
mean and SEM from four to six oocytes. B, Relation among the degree of block of kainate-evoked current by external spermine at 270 mV, the
barium-to-monovalent permeability ratio, and the internal polyamine blocker affinity, as determined by the Woodhull model in oocytes injected with
mixtures of GluR2 and 3 mRNAs. The ratio of GluR2 to GluR3 mRNAs was varied from 1:10 to 10:1 to produce receptors with a wide range of internal
blocker affinity (n 5 77 oocytes). C, Mixtures of GluR3(R612) and GluR3(Q612) were coinjected and a similar analysis performed as in A (n 5 64
oocytes total). The dotted line, which represents the expected binomial abundance of receptors assembled with no GluR3(R) subunits, follows the
equation f(xo ) 5 min 1 (max 2 min) z (1 2 x)5, where f(xo ) is the fraction of receptors without GluR3(R) subunits, as a function of x 5 relative
abundance of GluR3(R) protein in a functional receptor. Max and min represent the maximum and minimum GluR3(R)-dependent effect and were the
only free variables.
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sembly is more efficient than that of GluR3. Relative translation
efficiency is influenced by the structure of the mRNAs (59 and 39
UTRs, etc.). The design of this experiment does not depend on
any particular relation between mRNA abundance and the abun-
dance of assembled GluR2 in functional receptors, because all
three measurements were made in the same oocyte. However, to
circumvent possible problems with differential assembly of sub-
units, we coinjected mixtures of GluR3(Q612) and GluR3(R612)
and obtained the three measures as above. As before, rectification
was much less sensitive to GluR3(R) abundance than the other
two features (Fig. 2C). The dashed curve in Figure 2C reflects the
binomial abundance of pentameric AMPA receptors containing
no GluR3(R) subunits. This “dominance” model for the effec-
tiveness of arginine-containing subunits (Geiger et al., 1995)
provides a reasonable fit to the curves of PBa /Pmono and external
spermine block, consistent with a single GluR3(R) subunit being
sufficient to completely convert these features of the AMPA
receptor. However, it is clear that additional GluR3(R) subunits
are required to abolish rectification, which has a gradual relation
to GluR3(R) abundance.

A substantial difference in response of these three measures
also was observed when GluR2(R586) was coinjected with
GluR2(Q586) (data not shown). Thus, the different sensitivity
of internal blocker affinity and divalent cation permeability to

GluR2 level is controlled solely by the number of arginines in
the Q/R site, regardless of the subunit source of these argi-
nines. These data indicate that more arginine-bearing subunits
are required in a receptor to linearize the I–V relation than to
abolish divalent permeability or external polyamine block.

Internal polyamine block and calcium permeability
in interneurons
To determine whether native AMPA receptors in neurons can
exhibit the same variable subunit stoichiometry as occurs with
recombinant receptors assembled by oocytes, we studied the
interneuron population of CA3 stratum radiatum, which had been
classified previously as type 1 (linear I–V curve) or type 2 (in-
wardly rectifying I–V) cells (McBain and Dingledine, 1993).
Acutely isolated interneurons were prepared to achieve better
voltage control and cleaner access to cellular RNA than is possi-
ble in slices. The I–V relation of kainate-activated currents de-
termined from a total of 581 acutely isolated neurons in the
whole-cell patch configuration showed a wide range of rectifica-
tion ratios. Because the stoichiometry of subunit assembly might
be controlled more stringently in neurons than in oocytes, we first
considered whether a fixed stoichiometry model for AMPA re-
ceptors could explain this observation. However, similar to the
findings with recombinant receptors in oocytes (Fig. 1A), the I–V

Figure 3. Variety and stability of internal blocker affinity in hippocampal interneurons. A, I–V curves from two different interneurons, selected to show
the extremes of inward and outward rectification, and an interneuron showing intermediate rectification. The fixed stoichiometry model (open circles)
consisting of the weighted average of the two extreme I–V curves (80% outward 1 20% inwardly rectifying I–V curves) could fit the inward but not
outward limb of the intermediate I–V curve. The Woodhull model [ filled circles; KD(0)/[polyamine] 5 1.48, z(1 2 d) 5 1.11] fit well over both inward
and outward limbs of the curve. B, Stability of measured internal blocker affinity during the first 10 min after achieving whole-cell voltage clamp. Kainate
currents were evoked every minute in neurons selected for initially high internal blocker affinity. Each point represents the mean and SEM from three
to nine cells. The hatched bar illustrates the time window for sampling neurons for the single-cell RT-PCR analysis. C, Direct comparison of rectification
properties of AMPA receptors expressed by interneurons and oocytes. Each point represents measurements from a different interneuron (n 5 354) or
oocyte (n 5 170). Plots of data from the two cell types are superimposable except for the extreme GluR2-lacking recombinant receptors, which appear
to be absent from the interneuron population.
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curves of interneurons with intermediate degrees of rectification
were not well described by the weighted average of I–V relations
selected from the extremes of the interneuron population (Fig.
3A, open circles).

Then the I–V curves of ;400 neurons were fit by the Woodhull
model, which did provide good fits for cells with intermediate
degrees of rectification (e.g., Figs. 3A, 5B). The Woodhull affinity
parameter was stable over at least the first 5 min of recording in
the whole-cell mode (Fig. 3B), suggesting that washout of internal
polyamines was negligible during this period. In neurons har-
vested for RT-PCR (see below), the kainate I–V relation was
measured 2–5 min after achieving the whole-cell configuration
(Fig. 3B, hatched box) and therefore accurately reflected the
rectification properties of native AMPA receptors in intact
neurons.

The rectification ratio and internal blocker affinity varied over
approximately three orders of magnitude (Fig. 3C), suggestive of
very heterogeneous AMPA receptor expression in this interneu-
ron population. The histogram of KD(0)/[polyamine] was bi-
modal, with an inwardly rectifying (corresponding to the previ-
ously defined type 2) population having a mode of 0.18–0.22, a
second broad peak representing type 1 neurons at a mode of
1.5–6, and a tail extending beyond 30. For comparison with
previous studies, neurons with KD(0)/[polyamine] , 0.5 have
rectification ratios ,0.3 and correspond to type 2 cells, whereas
those with KD(0)/[polyamine] . 3 are type 1 cells with rectifica-
tion ratios .1 (Fig. 3C). The “intermediate” or “type 3” neurons
previously identified as those with rectification ratios lying be-
tween the two extremes (Iino et al., 1994; Lerma et al., 1994) are
probably neurons on the shoulders of the two broad populations
identified here.

Data obtained from both oocytes and interneurons are nearly
completely overlapping (Fig. 3C). This suggests that the
Woodhull model is as appropriate for oocytes as it is for inter-
neurons. Note that the interneuron population apparently did not
contain cells with the highest affinity internal block, which is
characteristic of recombinant AMPA receptors lacking GluR2
(Fig. 3C).

Similar to findings reported for other hippocampal interneu-
rons (Iino et al., 1990, 1994; Lerma et al., 1994), AMPA receptors
expressed by neurons with strong internal channel block exhibited
high calcium permeability, as evidenced by a positive shift in
reversal potential of kainate-induced currents on switching from
high Na1 to high Ca 21 solution (Fig. 4A, lef t panel). In contrast,
AMPA receptor channels of neurons with weak internal poly-
amine block were much less permeable to calcium, indicated by a
large negative shift in kainate reversal potential (up to 260 mV)
on switching from high Na1 to high Ca21 medium (Fig. 4A, right
panel). PCa /PNa fell sharply as a function of internal blocker
affinity in a sample of 39 neurons in which both parameters had
been measured (Fig. 4C, solid circles), although appreciable cal-
cium permeability (PCa /PNa . 0.3) was observed in some cells
with low internal blocker affinity. PCa /PNa ranged from ;5 to 0.01
in this interneuron population, corresponding to a fractional
calcium influx (at 270 mV and 1.5 mM [Ca]out ) of 0.01–3.6%
(Burnashev et al., 1995).

External polyamine block
Polyamine spider toxins selectively block GluR2-lacking recom-
binant AMPA receptors (Blaschke et al., 1993; Brackley et al.,
1993; Herlitze et al., 1993; Washburn and Dingledine, 1996).
Accordingly, 1 mM ATX-636 produced a voltage-dependent block

of the inwardly rectifying kainate current in cells with strong
internal blocker affinity (Fig. 4B, lef t panel), whereas ATX-636
had little or no effect on cells with weak internal block (Fig. 4B,
right panel).

Selective block of inwardly rectifying AMPA receptors was
observed with other polyamine spider toxins, including Agel-489,
Joro spider toxin, philanthotoxin-433, and argiotoxin-659, and
with spermine itself. In 48 interneurons tested with concentra-
tions of these polyamines shown to be near-maximally effective
on recombinant GluR3 receptors (Washburn and Dingledine,
1996), the degree of channel block by external polyamines de-
clined sharply as internal blocker affinity decreased (Fig. 4C).
This result, and that of Figure 2A, suggests that some native and
recombinant AMPA receptors with substantial inward rectifica-
tion can exhibit minimal divalent ion permeability and minimal
sensitivity to channel block by external polyamines. The degree of
block by 1 mM spermine at 270 mV shows a similar relation to
rectification properties of AMPA receptors expressed in oocytes
and interneurons (compare M in Figs. 2B and 4C).

In 18 interneurons we directly compared the calculated affini-
ties of internal polyamine and external ATX-636 for their respec-
tive blocking sites in the channel. As expected, the affinities for
external and internal block covaried (Fig. 4D), but interestingly
the affinity for external argiotoxin block was approximately four
times as sensitive to the underlying controlling variable (presum-
ably GluR2 abundance) than was the internal blocker affinity, as
indicated by the slope of the dashed line in Figure 4D. This is
consistent with the observed difference in sensitivity to GluR2
abundance for these two parameters studied in recombinant
receptors expressed in oocytes (Fig. 2B).

Combined genetic and physiological analyses
A multiplex RT-PCR assay was designed to detect which of the
four AMPA receptor mRNAs are expressed in individual
interneurons. A two-stage nested PCR was used, in which pan
primers that anneal to homologous regions of the four AMPA
receptor sequences were used in a first round of PCR; this PCR
product was purified, and aliquots were amplified separately
with four individual primer pairs specific to GluR1, 2, 3, and 4.
Preliminary experiments demonstrated a number of points.
First, mixtures of 100 fg of each of the four cRNAs could be
reverse-transcribed reliably and amplified, whereas mixtures of
nominally 1 fg each (adsorption to pipette and tube walls
probably reduced the actual amount of carrier-free cRNA)
were amplified inconsistently. Second, each of the nested
second-round PCR primer pairs selectively amplified only the
expected GluR sequence under the conditions used. Third,
two-stage RT-PCR of 2 pg of whole rat brain RNA produced
clear ethidium-stained DNA bands in an agarose gel; each of
the four bands had the expected sizes and restriction digest
patterns (Lambolez et al., 1992).

For the cells studied here we used KD(0)/[polyamine] as the
electrophysiological index that was correlated with AMPA
receptor subunit expression, because harvest of the cell then
could be accomplished within 5 min of breaking through to the
whole-cell recording mode. In 282 isolated neurons the entire
cell was harvested under visual control after electrophysiolog-
ical characterization of the response to kainate. For 85 cells,
PCR bands indicative of one or more AMPA receptor subunits
were recovered, but control amplification of bathing medium
aspirated from the recording chamber produced no PCR
bands. I–V relations were adequately fit by the Woodhull
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equation for internal block in 82 of these cells. Whereas the
molecular analysis of AMPA receptor mRNAs in the majority
of cells yielded results consistent with properties of recombi-
nant heteromeric AMPA receptors, it was notable that many
interneurons with strong inward rectification expressed GluR2
mRNA (e.g., Fig. 5C).

We considered and then rejected two explanations for the
presence of GluR2 mRNA in neurons expressing AMPA recep-
tors with strong inward rectification. First, the likelihood that
inward rectification in type 2 interneurons is attributable to the
expression of unedited GluR2 mRNA (Sommer et al., 1991) is
low, given that the unedited form of GluR2 is present in only
0.01% of total GluR2 mRNA in early postnatal stages (Burnashev
et al., 1992). Indeed, BbvI restriction digests of GluR2 RT-PCR
bands, which produced a 106 bp band diagnostic of unedited
GluR2(Q), verified that the Q/R site was edited virtually com-
pletely in the cell shown in Figure 5C and in one other examined
(data not shown). The BbvI digestion products of both cells ran

identically on an agarose gel to those of authentic GluR2(R)
RT-PCR bands that had been digested with BbvI. Second, it is
also unlikely that some of the GluR2-positive type 2 cells ex-
pressed functional kainate receptors exclusively rather than
AMPA receptors (Ruano et al., 1995), because kainate-evoked
currents could be large and were not rapidly desensitizing in these
cells (cf. Egebjerg et al., 1991; Dingledine et al., 1992). Moreover,
100 mM cyclothiazide potentiated kainate-evoked currents in both
type 1 and 2 interneurons by 2.2 6 0.2-fold (n 5 8 interneurons;
data not shown), as expected if kainate currents are mediated
mainly by AMPA receptors in these neurons (Partin et al., 1993).
This is somewhat smaller than the 4.3-fold potentiation reported
after preincubation of cultured hippocampal neurons in cyclothia-
zide (Partin et al., 1993, 1996), which likely is attributable to
differences in flip/flop expression as well as to differences in
application procedures in the two studies [Partin et al. (1993)
reported a superimposed inhibitory effect of co-perfused cy-
clothiazide]. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the

Figure 4. Differential calcium permeability and sensitivity of kainate currents to block by polyamine toxins in isolated interneurons. A, The
kainate reversal potential shifted from 113.6 to 130.4 mV in an interneuron with inwardly rectif ying kainate I–V relation when the bathing
solution was changed from high Na 1 to high Ca 21 solution (lef t panel ). The Woodhull fits to the two curves are superimposed [open circles for
the high Na 1 curve; KD(0)/[ polyamine] 5 0.29, z(12 d) 5 0.98]. In contrast, an interneuron with weak blocker affinity [right panel; KD(0)/
[ polyamine] 5 16.2 with z(1 2 d) 5 1.25] showed a large negative shift in kainate reversal potential (from 13.1 to 257 mV) when the bathing
medium was changed from high Na 1 to high Ca 21. B, Kainate-evoked current in an interneuron with strong internal block [lef t panel;
KD(0)/[ polyamine] 5 0.20, z(1 2 d) 5 0.92] is inhibited in a voltage-dependent manner by 1 mM ATX-636. The open circles represent the Woodhull
model fits in the absence of argiotoxin, and the open triangles represent Woodhull fits in the presence of the external polyamine toxin. Kainate
currents in an interneuron with weak internal blocker affinity [right panel; KD(0)/[ polyamine] 5 12.5, z(1 2 d) 5 0.45] are resistant to argiotoxin
block. C, The calcium-to-sodium permeability ratio decreased sharply as a function of internal blocker affinity in a sample of 39 interneurons ( filled
circles). The open symbols show a summary of data from 48 interneurons, illustrating the block of kainate-evoked currents measured at 270 mV
by five polyamine spider toxins and spermine. ‚, 3 mM philanthotoxin-433; E, 3 mM Joro spider toxin; M, 1 mM spermine; ƒ, 3 mM Agel-489 toxin
from the funnel web spider, Agelinopsis aperta; L, 1 mM ATX-636. D, Correlation between measured affinities for internal and external channel
block in interneurons. In each cell (n 5 18) the kainate I–V curve was fit with the Woodhull equations to derive the affinity for internal block;
then 1 mM ATX-636 was added to the external perfusing solution, and the kainate I–V curve was obtained again. The affinity of external argiotoxin
for its channel-blocking site was determined by fits of the I–V curve as in B and plotted against the internal blocker affinity of the same neuron.
The slope of a line fit to the initial rising phase (KD(0)/[ polyamine] between 0.18 and 3.1 mM) is 4.2.
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acute dissociation process induced the synthesis of GluR2 mRNA
that had not been incorporated into functional receptors in type
2 cells by the time of recording, a more parsimonious explanation
for the presence of GluR2 mRNA in type 2 cells lies with our
observation that rectification itself is not very sensitive to low
GluR2 mRNA abundance (Figs. 1, 2).

Only approximately one-half (13 of 23) of neurons with highly
inwardly rectifying kainate I–V relationships (KD(0) , 30 mM)
lacked detectable GluR2 mRNA. An example of such cells is
shown in Figure 5B. Conversely, Figure 5A shows an interneuron
with weak internal blocker affinity that exhibited large outwardly
rectifying kainate currents and expressed all four AMPA receptor
mRNAs. The results from all 82 neurons in which the combined
genetic and physiological analyses were performed are summarized
in Figure 5D. Because PCR amplification is highly nonlinear, and
in controlled experiments the intensity of the ethidium-stained
PCR bands did not correlate well with the amount of input cRNA
in the 1–100 fg range, we designated neurons only as expressing or
not expressing GluR2. The mean KD(0)/[polyamine] for internal
block in GluR2-lacking interneurons (2.61 6 0.6, n 5 38) was
significantly lower than that for GluR2-expressing neurons (5.34 6
1.35, n 5 44; p , 0.05). However, 10 of 23 neurons with very
pronounced inward rectification (KD(0)/[polyamine] , 0.5) ex-
pressed the GluR2 subunit (Fig. 5C).

The expression pattern of the other AMPA receptor subunits
was not obviously linked to GluR2 expression in neurons with
inwardly rectifying AMPA receptors. Thus, for 13 type 2 cells
that lacked GluR2, 5 expressed GluR1, 12 expressed GluR3, and
7 expressed GluR4 mRNA. By comparison, for the 10 type 2 cells
that did express GluR2, 2 also expressed GluR1, 9 expressed
GluR3, and 7 expressed GluR4. These data indicate that acutely
isolated hippocampal interneurons with inwardly rectifying
AMPA receptors appear to express virtually any combination of
AMPA receptor subunit mRNAs. In particular, inward rectifica-
tion is not incompatible with the presence of GluR2 mRNA in
this population of hippocampal interneurons. This is consistent
with our findings with recombinant receptors (Figs. 1, 2) but
contrasts with Bochet et al. (1994), who reported that type 2
hippocampal neurons in culture never express GluR2 or GluR3
mRNAs, as judged by RT-PCR. The wide distribution of internal
blocker affinities observed here is consistent with the finding of a
range of GluR2 levels in different neuron types (Geiger et al.,
1995), the recent finding that most hippocampal interneurons
exhibit some degree of GluR2 immunoreactivity (Vissavaj jhala et
al., 1996), and our finding that internal blocker affinity is not very
sensitive to the relative abundance of GluR2 in recombinant
receptors (Figs. 1–3).

As expected, most (17 of 26) neurons with weak internal
blocker affinity (KD(0)/ [polyamine] . 3) expressed the GluR2
subunit. Of the 17 GluR2-expressing type 1 neurons, 10 expressed
GluR1, 15 expressed GluR3, and 10 expressed GluR4. Little can
be concluded from the nine type 1 neurons that apparently lacked
GluR2, because the apparent lack of GluR2 mRNA in type 1 cells
may reflect the inability of our assay to detect mRNAs present in
low copy number (see Materials and Methods).

DISCUSSION
These experiments were designed to answer two questions. First,
is AMPA receptor subunit stoichiometry fixed or variable with
respect to the GluR2 subunit? Second, do recombinant AMPA
receptors expressed in Xenopus oocytes resemble those expressed

by hippocampal interneurons? The three most significant findings
of this study include the following: first, the extreme variability of
rectification properties in both native and recombinant AMPA
receptors is incompatible with a fixed stoichiometry model of
subunit stoichiometry but can be described by the Woodhull
channel block model only if internal blocker affinity is variable.
Second, divalent ion permeability and channel block by externally
applied polyamines in recombinant AMPA receptors are more
sensitive to GluR2 mRNA abundance than is rectification. As
predicted by this result, many type 2 interneurons exhibiting
inwardly rectifying native AMPA receptors express detectable
levels of GluR2 mRNA. Finally, the relationships among divalent
ion permeability, the affinity for block by external polyamines,
and internal blocker affinity are quantitatively similar in both
native and recombinant AMPA receptors. These findings have a
number of implications.

The difference in sensitivity of the three phenotypic features of
AMPA receptor channels to GluR2 expression (Fig. 2A) suggests
that more GluR2 subunits within an individual receptor are
required to abolish inward rectification than are needed to max-
imally disrupt calcium influx. This conclusion is strengthened by
the inability to fit simultaneously both the inward and outward
limbs of I–V curves by weighted averages of I–V relations with
extreme degrees of rectification (Figs. 1A, 3A) and by the need for
variable internal blocker affinity to fit I–V relations to the
Woodhull equation (Figs. 1A,B,D, 3A). None of these three
findings is compatible with the alternative concept that cells
simply express a mosaic of two populations of AMPA receptors
that either have or lack GluR2 in a fixed stoichiometry. We
cannot, however, rule out that preferred stoichiometries may
exist, nor can the exact subunit stoichiometry be deduced from
our data. In contrast to AMPA receptors, electrophysiological
and biochemical data suggest that neuronal nicotinic, GABAA,
and glycine receptors all form subunit assemblies with fixed
stoichiometries (Cooper et al., 1991; Kuhse et al., 1993; Kellen-
berger et al., 1997; Tretter et al., 1997), a concept that has been
firmly established for muscle nicotinic receptors (Gu et al., 1991).
The limited distribution of single channel conductance states for
NMDA receptors assembled from NR2A plus combinations of
wild-type and mutant NR1a subunits led Béhé et al. (1995) to
propose that all NMDA receptors have exactly two NR1 subunits.
Their data are not incompatible with multiple subunit stoichio-
metries that are functionally silent, however, as pointed out by the
authors. Thus, in addition to differences in transmembrane topol-
ogy between glutamate receptors and the other ligand-gated ion
channels (Hollmann et al., 1994; Wo and Oswald, 1994; Bennett
and Dingledine, 1995), the logic of subunit assembly seems dif-
ferent, endowing AMPA receptors with a much greater diversity
than previously suspected.

Functional consequences of variable AMPA
receptor stoichiometry
Neurons seem to achieve versatility in AMPA receptor properties
in part by varying the proportion of GluR2 expressed with other
subunits. A graded spectrum of synaptic AMPA receptors, rather
than mixtures of the two extreme types either containing or
lacking GluR2 as previously surmised (Iino et al., 1994; Jonas et
al., 1994; Lerma et al., 1994; Goldstein et al., 1995; Seifert and
Steinhauser, 1995), should allow interneurons to fine-tune the
properties of synaptic currents mediated by AMPA receptors.
GluR2 has two opposing effects on the amplitude of AMPA
receptor currents. First, GluR2 should cause a graded increase in
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synaptic currents at resting membrane potentials by up to ;50%
because internal channel block is significant even at these nega-
tive membrane potentials (Bowie and Mayer, 1995) (see Figs.
1A,B,D, 3A). Second, GluR2 reduces single channel conductance
of AMPA receptors by up to 70% without changing Popen (Swan-
son et al., 1997). The balance of these two opposing effects
determines the overall effect of GluR2 abundance on EPSP
amplitude. The findings that even small changes in EPSP ampli-
tude can alter the ability of hippocampal pyramidal neurons to
fire synchronously (Chamberlin et al., 1990; Traub and Dingle-
dine, 1990) and that long-term potentiation is often characterized
by a 50–100% increase in EPSP amplitude suggest that cell-to-
cell differences in the level of GluR2 expression will be function-
ally significant beyond the simple control of calcium permeability.
The functional consequences of variable GluR2 stoichiometry are
likely to be particularly important in situations in which the
GluR2:non-GluR2 ratio changes moderately (30–60%), such as
after severe seizures (Pollard et al., 1993; Prince et al., 1995) or
after chronic exposure to drugs of abuse (Fitzgerald et al., 1996).
Our results suggest that in these conditions neurons with a nor-
mally high relative abundance of GluR2 (e.g., pyramidal cells and
some interneurons) might respond to a fall in GluR2 abundance
mainly with an increased rectification and change in EPSP am-
plitude, with relatively little increase in calcium permeability. In
contrast, neurons with low relative GluR2 abundance (e.g., some
interneurons) should respond mainly with increased calcium per-
meability through synaptic AMPA receptors.

Different structural determinants of divalent cation
permeability and channel block by internal polyamines
The observed different sensitivities of calcium permeability
and rectification to GluR2 abundance point to different mo-
lecular determinants, an idea also supported by mutations that
dissociate rectification from divalent ion permeability and ex-
ternal polyamine block. Homomeric receptors composed of
GluR3(Q612N) or GluR3(D616N) subunits exhibit high diva-
lent cation permeability but possess outwardly or doubly rec-
tif ying kainate I–V relations (Burnashev et al., 1992; Dingle-
dine et al., 1992). This finding suggests that elimination of the
negatively charged carboxyl group on residue 616 markedly
reduces the affinity of internal polyamines for their blocking
sites. In contrast, spermine and external polyamine toxins still
exert strong voltage-dependent block of channels composed of
GluR3(D616N) or GluR3(Q612N) subunits (Herlitze et al.,
1993; Washburn and Dingledine, 1996; M. Washburn and R.
Dingledine, unpublished data), as expected if the internal and
external blocking sites are not identical.

Why is rectification less sensitive to the relative abundance of
GluR2 than is divalent permeability or block by external poly-
amines? Considering the role of the Q/R site in determining
calcium permeability (Hume et al., 1991; Burnashev et al., 1992a),
the role of the aspartates four residues downstream of Q/R in
rectification (Dingledine et al., 1992; Washburn and Dingledine,
1996), and the finding that inward rectification is caused by internal

Figure 5. AMPA receptor subunit expression in physiologically characterized interneurons. A, An interneuron with outwardly rectif ying kainate
I–V relation that expressed all four AMPA receptor subunits by RT-PCR. The inset shows an agarose gel separation of RT-PCR products from
this cell. The open circles are fits of the Woodhull equation [KD(0)/ [ polyamine] 5 6.28, z(1 2 d) 5 1.01]. B, Neuron with inwardly rectif ying kainate
current [KD(0)/ [ polyamine] 5 0.33, z(1 2 d) 5 0.87] that expressed GluR1 and GluR3 mRNAs, but not GluR2 or GluR4. C, I–V relation from
an interneuron showing strong inward rectification [KD(0)/ [ polyamine] 5 0.14, z(1 2 d) 5 0.92]; this neuron expressed GluR2, GluR3, and GluR4
in sufficient amounts to be detected by RT-PCR. D, Cumulative distributions of the affinity of internal blocker for 38 interneurons lacking GluR2
mRNA and 44 interneurons that expressed GluR2.
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polyamine block (Bowie and Mayer, 1995; Donevan and Rogawski,
1995; Kamboj et al., 1995; Koh et al., 1995), we envision the
following, mainly electrostatic, model (Fig. 6). In GluR2-lacking
receptors, calcium and external polyamines are suggested to inter-
act with a ring of carbonyl oxygens provided by glutamines residing
at the Q/R site, calcium then permeating and the polyamines
blocking the channel. In contrast, polyamines entering the channel
from the cytoplasmic side cause inward rectification by binding to
the Q/R site as well as to the ring of acidic carboxyl groups on the
aspartates at residue 616 in GluR1, 3, or 4 (Fig. 6A). The additional
contacts between the positively charged polyamines and these
internal aspartates would be expected to stabilize binding at the
Q/R site, contributing to the large observed difference in potency
when spermine is applied from the cytoplasmic surface (IC50 at
140 mV 5 0.3–1.0 mM; Bowie and Mayer, 1995; Kamboj et al.,
1995) versus when applied extracellularly (IC50 at 270 mV 5 160
mM; Washburn and Dingledine, 1996).

A single GluR2 subunit seems to be sufficient to maximally
disrupt calcium permeability (Geiger et al., 1995). In the model a

single arginine at the Q/R site may eliminate divalent cation
permeability by disrupting the ring of carbonyl oxygens (Fig. 6B).
By contrast, the shallower dependence of rectification on relative
abundance of GluR2 (Fig. 2A) or GluR3(R612) (Fig. 2C) sug-
gests that rectification is a graded function of the number of
arginine-bearing subunits at the Q/R site (Fig. 6B,C). This could
occur if positively charged arginine head groups at position 612
titrated away the negative charges at these aspartates and thereby
removed internal binding sites that stabilize polyamines in the
channel. Modelling of the M2 domain shows that the arginine side
chain is long enough to form a salt bridge with the carboxyl
groups four residues downstream if this region has a-helical or
b-sheet or irregular secondary structure (R. Dingledine, unpub-
lished data).

This model requires that internal polyamines block the
channel by a multisite interaction. Two considerations support
this idea. First, the mean value for z(1 2 d) measured in native
AMPA receptors was 0.97 6 0.014 (n 5 361) and in oocytes
0.77 6 0.018 (n 5 113). With a mean valence of the blocking
ion (z) of 3.8 (Traynelis et al., 1995), d is 74 –79% of the
electrical distance from the extracellular side of the mem-
brane. For an extended polyvalent blocker such as spermine, d
would represent a spatially smeared average of all binding sites
within the channel. If the Q/R site lies near the middle of the
membrane, as proposed for the NMDA receptor (Kuner et al.,
1996), the observed value of d is compatible with at least one
additional contact site on the cytoplasmic side of the Q/R site
contributing to block of AMPA channels by internal spermine. The
second argument derives from a calculation of the binding energy
of the blocker, DG 5 RT ln (Kmin/Kmax), where Kmin/Kmax reflects
a 1000-fold range of internal blocker affinity in recombinant and
native AMPA receptors. Thus DG for internal block is ;4.0
kcal/mol, which is probably too large to reflect only a single point
of interaction between the blocking ion and the channel. For
example, if the dielectric constant at the surface of the channel is
;15 (Andersen and Koeppe, 1992; Honig and Nicholls, 1995), then
each electrostatic interaction would contribute ,2.3 kcal/mol
(Andersen and Koeppe, 1992), and each polar interaction would
contribute ;0.3 kcal/mol.

These conclusions do not depend on whether the AMPA
receptor is a tetramer or pentamer, but for convenience a pen-
tamer is illustrated. This model elaborates on previous attempts
to understand the structural basis for rectification (Dingledine et
al., 1992; Donevan and Rogawski, 1995). However, there is yet no
direct evidence that D616 faces the open pore as required by the
model. D616 is a conserved residue in all AMPA receptor sub-
units. Moreover, in GluR6(Q), which also is blocked by internal
polyamines (Bowie and Mayer, 1995), a glutamate residue resides
in the homologous position. In contrast, all known NMDA re-
ceptor subunits have a proline or glycine residue at the homolo-
gous position, which could account for their lack of inward rec-
tification. Further tests of this model could involve NMDA
receptors mutated at this site and quantitative measurements of
the potency of spermine block from the inner membrane side in
AMPA receptors bearing combinations of aspartates and aspar-
agines at residue 616.
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